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The present study reports, for the first time, the synthesis and structural features of azetidine–borane complexes, as well 
as their reactivity in lithiation reactions. A temperature-dependent stereoselectivity has been disclosed in the reaction of 
borane with N-alkyl-2-arylazetidines, allowing for a stereoselective preparation of azetidine–borane complexes 2 and 3. 
A regioselective hydrogen/lithium permutation, at the benzylic position, was observed in lithiation reactions of 
complexes possessing a syn relationship, between the ring proton and the BH3 group. In contrast, scarce or no reactivity 
was noticed in complexes lacking such a stereochemical requirement. The configurational stability of the lithiated 
intermediates has also been investigated, in order to shed some light on the stereoselectivity of the lithiation/electrophile 
trapping sequence. Calculations helped in supporting experimental observations, concerning structure and reactivity of 
these azetidine–borane complexes. Data suggest that the BH3 group could promote the lithiation reaction likely by an 
electrostatic complex induced proximity effect. Interestingly, a new synthetic strategy for the synthesis of N-alkyl-2,2-
disubstituted azetidines has been developed.
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28 • INTRODUCTION

29 The four-membered heterocycle azetidine represents an 
30 interesting scaffold in medicinal chemistry and agrochemistry, 1 

31 due to its peculiar chemical properties (such as robustness and 
32 molecular rigidity), allowing for an efficient tuning of 
33 pharmacological properties displayed by molecules including 
34 such unit.2.3 In addition, azetidine-bearing molecules have been 
35 used as ligands for transition metals, and as chiral auxiliaries _4 

36 Several methodologies are available for the preparation of 
37 azetidines, mostly based on the constmction of the cyclic core 
38 by intramolecular cyclization reactions.5 However, such
39 strategies suffer the limitations due to multistep synthesis, 
40 and a previous installation of other functionalities before the 
41 ring-forming step. A more direct approach makes use of an 
42 already formed azetidine ring, which can be functionalized by a 
43 metalation/trapping sequence.6 Recent studies on the 
44 lithiation of N-protected azetidines shed some light on the 
45 structural factors playing a key role in the metalation reaction.7 

46 For example, we disclosed that in the lithiation of 2-
47 arylazetidines, the nature of the N-group is able to affect the 
48 regioselectivity of the metalation reaction. In fuct, when an 
49 electron-withdrawing group is installed on the azetidine's 

A 

nitrogen, exclusive a-lithiation is observed_8 In striking 50
contrast, the presence of an electron-donating alkyl group 51 
converted the azetidine ring into an ortho-di.recting group 52 
promoting exclusive ortho-lithiation ( Scheme la) _9 53 sl 

According to what was previously observed with the lower 54 
homologue aziridines, the availability of the nitrogen lone pai.r 55 
is cmcial for deciding the regioselectivity of the metalation 56 
(lithiation)_ 1° In continuation of our research interest in the 57 

chemistry of azetidines, we describe herein the preparation of 58 
unprecedented azetidine-borane complexes reporting struc- 59 

tural features and their reactivity toward lithiating agents. The 60 
investigation started from the observation that quaternization 61 
of the azetidine nitrogen could promote ring metalation. 62 

Recent examples by Couty,11 Tayama,12 and Aggarwal 13 63 
demonstrated that ring metalation was feasible and that the 64 

corresponding azetidine ylide intermediates showed a peculiar 65 
reactivity undergoing to either Stevens or Sommelet-Hauser 66 
rearrangements, as well as borylation, and ring-opening 67 

reactions (Scheme lb). Holding onto previous results on the 68 
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